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order to open up the ways in which the narrative of univer
he Queen’s Jubileecélébrationsof 1897 were purposeful strategies designed to solidify Victoria’s identifi
sal loyalty functions, I examine an apparently minor élé
cation as the nation, not just of the nation. As
ment in the spectacular enactment of Jubilee Day, the
Dorothy Thompson puts it, “the increase of empire and
Quebec Jubilee Souvenir Number, a souvenir booklet prothe increase of royal pomp and ritual went naturally toduced in Quebec City in 1897.5 I question how it is that
gether, and the queen went along with both processes will-,
this souvenir booklet carries contradictory, yet satisfying,
ingly.”1 British impérial rhetoric silenced republican
meanings to French-Canadian readers whose needs may
criticisms of the monarchy in England while Canadian libappear incompatible with those of Britain’s monarchy, and
eralism sought to ratify its foreign and domestic policies
of its parliament. Structural analysis of the booklet traces
through appeals to the humanism of British parliamentary
the visual archaeology of the narratives along and across
procedures.2 It is the overwhelming scale of these festivicomplex layers of meaning. As in an archaeological dig, the
ties, their global expanse and expense, which suggests an
sedimented cross-sections are rarely absolutely distinct one
enormous mobilization of resources and personal energies
from another. Words and images, I argue, are arranged selfwas undertaken to ensure their success. Although there were
consciously to reinforce stability, equality and the confi
minor voices of discord in Britain,3 these were drowned in
dence of order. However, it is the minor variations in the
the outpouring of sentiments of delight and démonstrations
schéma, the apparently unconscious juxtapositions, sé
of loyalty. Adding their voices to the many, the citizenry of
quences, and élisions, which reveal the challenges to the
Quebec swore fealty and dévotion to their monarch.
dominant narrative of the Jubilee and which disclose the
Newpapers, poems, memorabilia, and personal accounts of
impossibility of establishing distinct narratives. This is not
the Jubilee célébrations in Quebec repeated messages of
a story of purely national, ethnie, class or gender tensions.6
good tidings to the Queen alongside exclamations of loyIn what follows, I will examine how the ordering of the
alty and pride on the part of the French Canadians.4
document confions its memorializing function and how the
The many ovations to the longevity, generosity, and
slight diversions from the authorized story suggest other
sagacity of the Queen appearing across the globe in the
meanings which threaten to displace that story’s hegemony.
many languages of the British Empire suggest a solidarity
The significance of the booklet lies, I will argue, in its
or an Impérial cohésion to the Jubilee célébrations which
constituent narratives, that is, in its story fines, both ver
seems suspect if only for its apparent universalism. In this
bal and visual. In addition to the use of a written text to
paper I question that universalism as part of my ongoing
recount the story of the Queen’s reign, there are arguably
research into the visual rhetoric employed in the articula
three or four other stories vying for the reader’s attention
tion of national identifies in nineteenth-century Canada.
and which, depending on who is reading, and when, may
Here, I attempt to deconstruct the complex narrative struc
take precedence over the authoritative monarchical taie.
tures which affirm the seemingly uniform représentations
These are constructed through the reiterative placement of
of joy and unrequited dévotion to the throne in 1897. In
advertising, portraits, city views and other images in the
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Figure I. Quebec Jubilee Souvenir Number, (Quebec, 1897), Title Page (Photo: John Briggs).

booklet. I hâve identified these texts as the
visual biography of the Queen, the visual biography of Quebec City, the advertisementbased record of liberal progress in the city,
and the doubled, yet not separate, French
and English versions of the principal written text, the story of the Jubilee. Although
it is admitedly somewhat arbitrary to delineate these storylines separately, it is particularly important to recognize the ways in
which the présentation of illustrations can
construct continuity of narrative through
thematic réitération. The images function
not merely to illustrate a passage or page of
text, but in and of themselves create new
visual texts which hâve the capacity to extend, contradict or médiate the meanings
contained in the words. I will briefly describe what I mean by each of these désig
nations and will then discuss the ways in
which they intersect and reconstruct each
other.
The Narratives:
Queen, Home, and Country

A célébration of the sixtieth year of Queen
Victoria’s reign, the Quebec Jubilee Souvenir
Number conains within its illustrated pages
one primary text of five recto pages describing the sixty-year reign. The verso pages contain local advertising. Illustrations appear on
most pages. These are followed by more ad
vertising and two pages of written text, one
concerned with the Jubilee célébrations in
London and one with the life of Victoria as
a child. The booklet organizes the queen’s life story, that of
the Empire, and that of the colony around a developmental model which naturalizes events into a discourse of human évolution. This biographical perspective, as we shall
see, feeds into the widely accepted notion of progress as
inévitable and désirable. Global expansion, national devel
opment and local progress re-enact the benefits of aging,
moving from youth to wise old âge. Decrepitude and in
dulgence are not implicated here.
The Jubilee Souvenir Number présents the biography
of the Queen as both visual and verbal. The front cover,
with its schematic portrayal of the Queen régnant surrounded by the flags of her dominions, présents her as would
an emblem book with title and motto confirming the to-

tality of God, Queen and Country, (fig. 1). The story of
the Queen as woman and monarch begins with représenta
tions of her father and mother positioned above an image
taken at the time of her succession to the throne (pg. 5,
fig. 4). The foilowing page illustrâtes the Queen at eight,
fifteen and twenty-two years of âge. Other images portray
her at her coronation, as a young wife, as a widow, and in
her Jubilee regalia.7 Ending with “the latest portrait of the
Queen,” the visual biography présents the normative events
of a life: the expected sequence of tragedy, célébration and
perseverence.8 This visual story is extended by illustrations
of the royal résidences which literally frame the Queen’s
biography, appearing as they do at the beginning and the
end of the narrative of her person.
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Figure 2. Quebec Jubilee Souvenir Number, (Quebec, 1897), pages i-l (Photo: John Briggs).
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liberties in this town. In the portrait, Parent is depicted with
his arm gesturing to indicate the new City Hall, which is
the institutional forum of his administration. That power
is located in and through the Mayor’s représentative and
literal office is further emphasized in the judicious place
ment of a similar view of “The City Hall - L’Hôtel de Ville”
on the verso of the page depicting Parent. The grand City
Hall was completed during Parents tenure as mayor and
had been officially opened nine months before the publi
cation of the booklet. It is thus the Mayor’s official site of
power which préfacés the Queen’s biography. The exploita
tion of the verso pages to illustrate the other institutions of
local authority is surely not accidentai. The Roman Catho
de Basilica and the Anglican Cathédral, the military gates
and the martello tower are represented on these pages. Likewise, the ancien régime is signalled by the illustrations of
the landing of Jacques Cartier and of the Château Louis.
In arguing that the Mayor’s body represents or stands in
for the specificity of the local as opposed to the distance of
the impérial, I am suggesting that the story of the Queen is
rationalized and made tangible in the evidence that local

The second visual narrative is that of the city of Que
bec itself. Juxtaposed against the biography of the Queen is
the counter-story of the Mayor, the Honourable SimonNapoléon Parent, and his dominion. The full-length im
age of the Mayor, which was virtually as indistinguishable
in the original booklet as it is in reproduction (fig. 2), was,
nevertheless, instantly recognizable. Everyone was totally
familiar with the popular Mayor. Located on page one, the
portrait — painted a year earlier by Robert L. Wickenden9
on a commission from the city council, “to underline the
numerous improvements which had been accomplished
during [Parents] administration of the municipality”10 —
is seen to commence the story of the Jubilee in Quebec. If
the image of the Queen on the cover is understood to function as an emblem of British sovereignty, then it is the
Mayor who first daims attention as being fully présent in
the reader’s physical reality. The corporeality of the mayor,
that is, his bodily immediacy and historical presence, is
opposed to the schematic représentation of the Queen and
reinforces the lived reality of Quebec’s citizenry. It is Par
ent who administers the benefits of the celebrated British
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Figure 3. Quebec Jubilee Souvenir Humber, (Quebec, 1897), pages 2-3 (Photo: John Briggs).

genres but appropriâtes the most significant form for the
beginning of the story. They frame the narrative. The cover
does not use widely available photographs of the Queen
but rather employs a schematic device which repeats the
reductive, easily read/viewed images of the flags and print.
Certainly, the image of the mayor is a standard full-length
portrait. However, the more common bust image, typical
of frontispieces and other advertising ephemera,11 is not
adopted for this booklet. It is the full-length figure who is
portrayed here (and in the Montreal booklet). Given this,
and the supporting “portraits” of the city sites, I am suggesting that the narrative of the city was meant to facilitate
the reading of the local in conjunction with the story of
the Queen.
The third major visual field is that of the advertisements. These occupy the verso pages and run continuously
throughout the body of the booklet. The alternation of
English and French advertisements seems quite conspicuously to parallel the English, then French, of the header on
each page: “Quebec Jubilee Souvenir Number” heads each
page of advertisements while “Numéro Souvenir du Jubilé
de Québec” surmounts each page of text. The careful bal

accomplishments provide for the success of the monarchy
and the Empire.
This kind of sequence of emblemata of Empire (the
cover image), followed by full-figure photo (of the Mayor),
followed by photographs and prints of the Queen’s life, is
similarly présent in the souvenir brochure produced by
Montreal for the Jubilee célébrations. None of the other
souvenir booklets produced across Canada at the time fol
lowed this sequence. What we may be seeing here is the
necessity of placing the mayors of Montreal and Quebec
into a spécifie relationship to the Empire. Both mayors
would hâve faced the ongoing tension between local éco
nomie factions (sometimes divided on nationalist grounds,
sometimes according to class, industry, or other économie
interest). The need constantly to prevaricate between
Britishness and local interests is arguably more intense in
the French/English environment than in the predominantly
English locale. Given the visual evidence of the schéma and
the real différences faced by the mayors, it seems possible
that the body of the Mayor was meant to provide an entry
point for the local reader into the Jubilee story. The choice
of portrait mode does not merely conform to conventional
88
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ance is évident in the symmetry of design which is consist
ent nearly to the point of predictability. This sense of bal
ance is equally évident in the written summary of the
Queen’s sixty years on the throne.
Just as the images ofVictoria at âges eight through seventy-eight narrate, in their serial format and linear progres
sion, the “natural” story of a young girl’s maturation from
child to matriarch, so the simultaneous évolution of the
United Kingdom from nation state to impérial force is described in words. Through a detailed review of the improvements in ail manner of économie, judicial and territorial
arenas as achieved in the sixty years of Victoria’s reign,
Nazaire LeVasseur writes the verbal counterpart to the biography of the Queen and the visual biography of Quebec
City.12 Just as the Queen matured and her dominion expanded, so too is Canada portrayed as having attained maturity in the sixty years between 1837 and 1897.
In tracing these narrative lines, visual and verbal, I hâve
been attempting to follow what can be understood as the
sub-plots of a novel — a novel which relies upon the readers’ belief in the inhérent truthfulness of the history which
has been disclosed to them. These separate visual and ver
bal historiés, of the Queen, of the city, of the country, are
not meant to be read as discrète commentaries but as a totality. Once integrated into the Jubilee Souvenir Number,
they re-present the disparate events of local, national, and
impérial history as a cohesive history. The closure imposed
upon the interprétation of these events through the linear
and progressive model of storytelling can be understood as
implicity moralizing. Hayden White has argued that his
tory can be understood as a totalizing narrative shaped
through the moral rhetoric of the storyteller.13 Peter
Stallybrass and Allon White hâve suggested, in their study,
of the transgressive potential of high/low conflict in text,
that simultaneous narratives may not always maintain the
hégémonie control of the authorized version of events.14
In considering the implications of White’s moralizing his
tory and the dichotomies of Stallybrass and Allon White, I
hâve found that the multiplicity of the narratives in the
Jubilee booklet are not as monolithic as the former posi
tion would imply, nor as oppositional as the latter. Rather,
their efficacy lies in the interstices between each of them.
It may be that the notion of a sub-altern voice as proposed
by Homi Bhabha provides a theoretical framework within
which the simultaneous narrative of the Jubilee booklet can
be understood to function.15 It is as a conséquence of con
sidering the implications of Bhabha’s post-colonial theory
that I hâve corne to see that the voice of French-Canadians
should not be understood as absent from the imperialist
texts. Not only is it plausibly présent, it is also multiple in

itself. I will argue that this complexity can be opened up
through a careful examination of the narrative lines of the
text which occasionally fracture the smooth surface of the
Jubilee Souvenir Number'which they also serve to construct.
With précisé symmetry of présentation, the parallel but
not exactly bilingual accounts of the life of the Queen and
her subjects differ in small, yet significant, detail. The gaps,
absences and emphases in the parallel texts suggest that the
French and English write this story differently. It seems that
the slight breaks in symmetry provide an overt instance of
fracture which may direct the informed reader to a means
of rationalizing the discourse while permitting the domi
nant narrative to remain uncontested. If we return to the
pages of the Jubilee text, we can begin to open up the
hermeneutic resolution of its totality by placing local politics over and against those of the country and the Empire.
Re-reading the Narratives

As I suggested in my discussion of the visual biography of
the Queen, the first image ofVictoria functions emblematically as a suitable framing device for the text as a whole
but it does not présent a bodily reality. Rather, the body of
the mayor, in the full-length portrait of Simon-Napoléon
Parent, is the first to be figured mimetically (fig. 2). Placed
before the Queen’s story (fig. 4), the physical immediacy of
Parent is reinforced by the highest institutional authority
in the physical expérience of the readers, i.e. the recently
opened City Hall. The Mayor was known locally as “le maire
des grands travaux” (the mayor of large public works) — a
Jean Drapeau of 1890s Quebec.16 Closely aligned with
Prime Minister Wilfrid Laurier and his Liberal progressives,
Parent had just been appointed President of the Compagnie
du Pont de Québec. He was to be publicly commended in
the next few years for his expansionist policies in the do
mains of construction, tramway development, and the
Louise Basin extension. These were the very sorts of activities which LeVasseur, the author of the Jubilee text, had
identitifed as crucial to the aggrandizement of the French
nation — as is evidenced by the flowering of the French
language described in his futuristic story about the Quebec
Carnival of 1996.
LeVasseur wrote this story sometime in the mid-1890s
and in hindsight it seems to be pure fantasy. He wrote,
“[T]he fact is that, in the 1990s, in Toronto and in many
other towns in Ontario, as well as the Eastern United States,
the English language has almost completely faded away.
French has become the language of social, political, and financial relations.”17 His narrator declared that the strengthening of the French language commenced in the 1890s and
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led inevitably to the unprecedented expansion of the French
element in Canada. It was the possibility of that outcome
as perceived by LeVasseur and his audience which made his
futuristic story centred on the 1996 Quebec Carnival at ail
plausible. The same socio-economic factors of 1890s Quebec which LeVasseur used to validate his prédictions underline my account of la patrie and the Jubilee célébrations
of 1897.
LeVasseurs story was written in the 1890s, was probably published in a local paper, and reappeared in a collec
tion of short stories in 1920.18 Employing the authorial
device of projection, the narrator provides an overview of a
century’s progress from 1890 to 1990 as recounted by a
young Frenchman who was visiting Quebec for the first
time. On his transatlantic voyage, the Frenchman meets le
vieillard, an elderly Québécois, who remains enigmatically
unnamed throughout the story. Through le vieillard’s ac
count of Quebec’s history, LeVasseur details the benefits
which hâve accrued to the province over the last century.
Progress, represented by extensive train networks, advanced
communications and the widespread use of electricity, is
seen as the direct conséquence of the judicious use of Que
bec’s natural resources, both human and physical.
The same thèmes resonate throughout the visual nar
ratives of the Jubilee Souvenir Numbera.nà. serve to confirm
the contemporary success of Quebec’s Liberal nationalists
and, of course, their économie self-interest. After ail, the
authors of the advertising text, the businessmen of Que
bec, did pay for their privilège to announce their goods and
services in proximity to those of the Crown. Just as the visual
narrative of the local biography can be seen to be placed
opposite that of the Queen, suggesting a not quite respectful claim for equal billing, so too the verbal text transgresses
the expectations of its bilingualism. The assumption of the
reader of one language is that the same content is repre
sented in the parallel written text, but the relationship here
is not one of perfect symmetry. The minor différences between the two versions are underscored by the realization
that the célébration of sixty years of Victoria’s reign also
coincides uncomfortably with the sixtieth anniversary of the
Rébellion of Lower Canada in 1837. In the English ver
sion of the text delineating the “Sixty Years on theThrone,”
LeVasseur notes that the opening years of Her Majesty’s
reign were “marked by the rébellion in Canada.” The par
allel text, structured to physically écho the layout of the
English text (fig. 3), is presented under the title, “Le jubilé
royal à Québec”. This title, with its emphasis on the expé
rience of the Jubilee at a spécifie moment in time and in a
particular space, immediately re-situates the French readers. It removes them from a symbolic (yet real) relationship

with the monarch to a lived expérience of that monarchy.
It is this local reality which sustains the cries of “God Save
The Queen,” voiced by English and French alike.19 It is a
relationship which is realized and re-politicized through the
mayoralty of Parent, whose progressive position is itself sustained through British political institutions emblematized
by the Queen. Furthermore, in the French version of the
early years of the reign, LeVasseur refers to the period of
Victoria’s ascendency as “marquée au Canada par les trou
bles politiques et sanglants” (p.15). The “political and
bloody troubles” of Lower Canada mark the first years of
contact between the French in Canada and the Queen. The
revoit in Upper Canada is not mentioned in French while
in English the two uprisings are subsumed into a single ré
bellion. The choice of LeVasseur’s words could not hâve
been a question of chance — not in the public language of
a man who championed the French language, and indeed,
who prophesied its ascendency.20 What this obvious point
of departure from the assumed bilingualism of the publica
tion signais is the transgressive potential of the non-conforming text. The design of the pages, carefully balanced
in visual and textual layout, suggests that the contents of
the visual and verbal texts mirror each other, that the Eng
lish text means what the French version means, and that
the visual texts are identical. However, the references to the
formative years of Victoria’s reign in Canada in French and
in English are linguistically as well as culturally far from
synonymous, and public memory appears to be socially
constituted as different depending upon whether one is
identified as being of French or English héritage.
LeVasseur further complicates the relationship between
the English- and French-language texts by moving a small
paragraph regarding the Mayor and the Jubilee festivities
from the first page, where it appears in English, to the last
page, where it appears in slightly altered form in French.
In French, he omits to mention that the St. Jean Baptiste
Society will participate in the official opening of Victoria
Park — a park which Parent had insisted be named in the
Queen’s honour despite the fact that the city councillors
had intended it be named after Parent himself.21 Local politics merge with the national and the impérial in LeVasseur’s
arguably purposeful omission. I will return later to some of
these relations, but of immédiate significance in Parents
seeming act of humility is the way in which his gesture
linked him directly to the Queen. Parents success in arranging the opening of Victoria Park on Jubilee Day resulted in the double triumph of having the provinces
Lieutenant Governor in attendance at the Jubilee célébra
tions of June 22, 1897 in Quebec and not in Montreal. The
rivalry between Quebec and Montreal22 was possibly at the
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speeches of Mayor Parent, Lieutenant-Governor Chapleau
and, especially that given by Robidoux, that the specificity
of the relationship between the French-Canadian and the
British is detailed. Robidoux’s text takes a decidedly differ
ent approach. While his last words are indeed, “Vive la
Reine,” those words are not in English, thus breaking their
emblematic significance (nor, incidently, is God invoked).
In addition, these words are preceded by “Vive la France.”27
What Robidoux makes explicit is the imagined relationship
between the French-Canadians and the Crown which permits the outpouring of dévotion to the Queen. The Queen
is understood both as the woman who wants “to be good”
and as the embodiment of British liberty. She could not,
therefore, act arbitrarily (as did her uncle, William IV, and
her grandfather, George III, according to Robidoux). Citing the intervention of Monseigneur Forbin Janson (who
pressed for the return from exile of the 1837 rebels),
Robidoux argues that Victoria listened to her people, not
to her ministers. Recalling the criticisms of the French-Ca
nadians voiced by Lord Durham after the rebellions,
Robidoux réfutés Durham’s accusation that they are an ig
norant people who deserve to disappear. The achievements
of individual politicians, from Papineau to Laurier, and of
literary men and women, including poets, historians, and
writers, are given as evidence of the progress of the race
under the benificent rule of Victoria. It is this notion of
progress — progress in political power, éducation and
technological innovation of rail, communications and trade
— which Robidoux attributes to the combined strength of
the French spirit merged with British liberty and justice.
Standing on the same platform at the same event, two poli
ticians, one English, one French-Canadian, could articulate apparently contradictory interprétations of the
significance of “God Save the Queen” which, nevertheless,
confirmed the centrality of Victoria to the divergent inter
ests of their multiple audiences.

root of Parents efforts to ensure that the Lieutenant Governor, Adolphe Chapleau, was on hand to open the Park.
Parent took on Lomer Gouin, the Mayor of Montreal, and
won; Chapleau even stayed in town long enough to hold
an open house at Spencer Wood at which “ail of Quebec’s
best society [was] doubtless présent to enjoy the splendid
hospitality of Sir Adolphe and his estimable lady.”23 Mayor
Parent had also initiated the request to the St. Jean Baptiste
Society’s provincial représentatives to support his request
to move the annual St. Jean Baptiste Day célébrations from
the 24th of June to the 22nd so that they would coincide
with the Jubilee célébrations.24
I thought at first that the small counter-textual inser
tions and négative evidence provided by LeVasseurs omis
sions suggested that the grand narrative of the Jubilee
Souvenir Album concerning the blessings of constitutional
monarchy had been effectively transgressed by what
Stallybrass and White might hâve called the voice from below. However, in light of the subtleties of LeVasseur’s ma
noeuvres and the fact that he, too, was acting within the
Liberal agenda by accepting a position as the Consul for
Brazil in Canada, it seems that we hâve to consider that the
apparent contradictions were not irreconcilable at that
moment in time, in that particular place. The discours de
circonstance, two speeches delivered by the Hon. Mr. Duffy,
Commissioner of Public Works, and by the Hon. J.E.
Robidoux, Provincial Secretary, at the opening ceremonies
of Victoria Park suggest the elasticity of the concept informing the universal cry, “God Save the Queen.” That the Eng
lish could read the multiple narratives as supportive of the
idea that the French were indeed subjects of the English
crown is évident in Duffy’s speech. Read in English, after
the Mayor and the Lieutenant-Governor had spoken in
French, Duffy’s speech was summarized in the French-language press (and not reprinted in full in any English- or
French-language newspaper of the day).25 In what appears
to be Duffy’s first address to the citizens of Quebec, he
praises the benefits of the English flag; that is, wherever
the flag has gone, so, too, hâve appeared the benefits ofthe
English constitution which has enabled progress in the arts,
sciences, and commerce. Although he acknowledges that
“we” are the children of France and England (as a
consquence of the “glorious battle of the Plains of
Abraham”), “Canada which is today so prosperous owes
everything to England.”26
The French-Canadian audience (largely unilingual, as
were the majority of the English-speaking residents of Que
bec) had the opportunity to hear the rest of the speeches in
French. Several of these were reprinted in the local press
both in French and translated into English. It is in the

Advertising Nationalism

The Jubilee Souvenir Number provides a visual démonstra
tion of the narrative strategies which sustained the voices
of seemingly disparate interests. Yet it also served to implicate one narrative thread into another so as to make it pos
sible to support imperialist realities without destroying nationalist desires. The realism of LeVasseur’s memory of the
Rébellion as politically motivated and bloody would remind
the contemporary French population that both the physical confrontation and the political situation had changed.
Just as Robidoux points out, the exiles had been allowed to
return to the embrace of “la patrie.”28 Lauriers ultimately
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unsuccessful attempt to placate the Nationalistes (a movement burgeoning under the influence of Henri Bourassa
by the close of the century) and the English conservatives
through a policy which supported British constitutional
politics alongside Canadian économie self-determination,
was at that moment seen to be working. This was évident
at the national level in the popular delight at the réception
of Laurier in London, where he had gone to attend the
Colonial Conférence which had been scheduled to coincide with the Jubilee.29 At the local level, the faith in Lib
eral progress as the tool of nationalism is widespread and
évident in the extant literature. In what follows, I look at
the ways in which the narrative threads of the Jubilee Sou
venir Number médiate the different understandings of that
Liberal vision. I then turn to consider the implications of
those narratives which are not represented in the expected
venues and consider how the absences or gaps in the record
may provide the measure of success for the Liberal pro
gramme in Quebec in the 1890s.
The advertisements, forty-three in total, dominate
eleven pages of the twenty-page brochure. Unlike similar
contemporary pamphlets or souvenir albums, the advertise
ments do not follow a main body of text; they permeate
it.30 Their storyline is as essential to the defming text of
the Jubilee Souvenir Number as was the words of LeVasseur s
commentary. Just as the symmetry of his text suggests equal
status for the English- and French-language versions of the
Jubilee story, so too the layout of the “commercial story”
re-presents a natural symbiosis between the Crown and the
city. The first two-page spread appearing after the title page
contains two advertisements for large English-run companies. One is placed by Campbell and Brodie, a manufac
turer of boots, shoes and rubbers. The other is for the
Western Assurance Company (fig. 2). Both claim more than
provincial status in their copy, with the first establishing its
importation of products in addition to its manufacture; the
second cites its international standing in England and New
York, as well as Toronto and Quebec. As noted previously,
the facing page depicts a full-length portrait of S.-N. Par
ent, Mayor of Quebec. English and French are balanced in
the two-page spread by the doubled semantic value of the
two advertisements against the singular presence of the full
body of the French-Canadian Mayor.
If this visual weighting of the advertisements against
images seems coincidental or imposed by my viewing, the
next two-page spread suggests that the effect was intentional.
If we can consider the represented image of the Mayor as
representing the “textuality” of the French-Canadian pres
ence, the following pages reiterate the verso/recto relationship of the two previous pages. Again, the advertisements

are on the left and the “text” on the right (the “text” of the
Mayor having been replaced by the “text” of the Jubilee; see
fig. 3). Here the commercial statements are somewhat more
complex in linguistic définition, as the advertisement for Le
Magasin du Louvre, with a French-Canadian proprietor,
A.N. Côté, uses English text to assert that business is
booming (“Our Dress Goods Department is Booming! Our
Gents’ Furnishing Department is Booming!... Our low price
pressure makes things boom ail along the line”).31 Similarly
complex is O. Picard & Sons application of a rigorous bilingualism to their text, under an unilingual header, “[TJhe
hot water heating apparatus of the above building was installed by us.” They explicitly draw the attention of the
English audience to their commercial success in being the
company chosen to heat the City Hall. Is this because the
semantic value of the Hôtel-de-ville, a building constructed
by a French-Canadian architect under the auspices of
two French-Canadian mayors, is already tipping the
two-page spread away from its careful équilibration of
CanadiamBritish; FrenchiEnglish? Or is it merely that the
Picards hâve every intention of installing a mechanical bell
and a steam apparatus in as many English homes as possi
ble? There is an argument for both motivations in that
the former considération of the placement of English and
French text may be an implicit acknowledgement of the
explicit desires of the financial community, which continuously strives to extend its client base, not only for profit,
but also in the name of progress. This is a notion of progress
as measured in terms both of personal success (the economy
of individualism) and of the city as a whole in respect to its
provincial and national competitors. The concern surrounding the expression of progress is clearly underlined by the
claim of the printer of the Jubilee Souvenir Number to be
“the only up-to-date plant in the city.”32 The printer’s halfpage advertisement is inserted on the horizontal between the
second and third page. The location of this insert may hâve
been a strategie gesture on the part of the printer, the Télé
graphe Job Printing Office, in that it breaks the orchestrated
balance of the designed layout. Whether intentional or not,
when the insert is turned over, its blank verso serves to erase
the French name of Le Magasin du Louvre, the City Hall/
Hôtel-de-ville, and the name of the Picards. Thus it is im
possible to see the Hôtel-de-ville at the same time as the
images of Kensington Palace and Osborne House. The in
sert reasserts the emblematic and physical séparation of the
local from the monarchical. I am suggesting that it is this
gap which is essential to the rationalization of the institu
tions of imperialism with the lived realities of “la patrie.”
Before leaving the spécifies of the advertisements, I
would like to survey briefly the other juxtapositions which
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Figure 4. Quebec Jubilee Souvenir Number, (Quebec, 1897), pages 4-5 (Photo: John Briggs).
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spiritual foundation of the nation and the Empire in the
religious institutions of the city, and the moral upbringing
of the Queen — a moral upbringing which, as Robidoux
underlines in his discours de circonstance, was crucial to the
formation of a monarch who refused the self-indulgence of
previous kings, acted according to the motto, “I want to be
good,” and ensured the survival of both the French and
English religious institutions of Quebec. Thus the visual
narrative of these two pages supports the emblematic rela
tionship between Crown and citizen. On the other hand,
the verbal text writes the story of the immédiate past in
such a way as to heroicize both the Crown and the city.
The achievements of the Crown are carefully delineated
through an account ofVictoria’s personal, military, social
and political accomplishments. Quebec City progress is
marked by the advertisements for Savard’s “Tempérance *
Family * Grocer” [!] with “the best up to date family grocery
store in Canada,” J.-M. Aubry’s “Décorations Artistiques
et Religieuses” (a man presumably resigned to a French
Catholic audience with his advertisement entirely in
French), Geo. Tanguay “Wholesale,” and the soon to open
“Turkish and Russian Baths.” The advertisement for the

serve to define the modernity of the city of Quebec and its
progress during the reign of Victoria. The two-page spread
for pages four and five présents a complex design layout:
the sexpartite division of page four features two advertisements on the upper third page, two images in the centre
third, and two advertisemencs in the lower third; page five
has three portrait cameos, two in the upper third and one
centred in the lower third, with English and French text
symmetrically afranged in the lower two-thirds of the page
(fig. 4). Thus each page is harmonized internally as well as
being balanced, but not symmetrical, over the two-page
spread. In particular, the use of images on these two pages
reinforces the relationship between Quebec and the Queen.
The spiritual past and présent of the city is signalled by the.
joint presence of the Roman Catholic Basilica and the Eng
lish Cathédral on the page of advertisments. The recto im
ages depict “Edward, Duke of Kent, Father of the Queen”
next to “Victoria, Duchess of Kent, Mother of the Queen.”
At the apex of an inverse triangle is the image of “The
Queen at the Age of Seventeen Years,” i.e. at the moment
before her accession to the throne. The images, then, présent
formative aspects of both the local and the impérial: the
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open-air performance of “The Siégé of Sébastopol” as the
“Fitting Jubilee Célébration” provides an obvious inter-textual link to the list of “principal wars of the reign” which
are detailed in LeVasseur’s story of the reign (page five in
French, “la guerre de Crimée”, and top of page seven in
English, “the Russian War, 1854-56”). I shall return to the
Siégé of Sébastopol below.
The multiple narratives of page four:five are similarly
reiterated throughout the text. Pages six and seven continue
the verbal narrative of achievements (Greniers “Leading
Quebec Grocer,” Quebec’s “Oldest Canadian Fire Office
under Dominion License,” LeVasseur’s recitation of terri
torial and commercial expansion). Likewise, the visual nar
rative describes the history of French Canada through
images of “Jacques Cartier Landing at Quebec”33 and “Old
St. Louis Gâte” (bilingual captions are used to identify each
of these historié sites) on the verso page which are positioned opposite three portraits of the Queen at eight, fifteen, and twenty-two years of âge. The three portraits
continue the visual narrative of preceding pages which illustrate the biography of the Queen; yet in isolation on the
two-page spread, these same images function to signify the
beginning of the reign in much the same way as the images
of Old Quebec signal the roots of contemporary Quebec,
i.e. they both connote the passage of time by spotlighting
unique moments in time (the “landing,” “at âge eight”) and
by presuming a natural progression across an unrepresented
time line to the présent. This inevitability of progress is reinforced in the spécifies of LeVasseur’s text, in which “the
principal wars” are discussed unproblematically as fitting
after the political history of the reign and before its com
mercial history. The brief history of the économie expan
sion of Canada, buttressed by convincing numerical detail,
is offered as the inévitable conséquence of the natural évo
lution of the reign: “[W]e had not one locomotive in
Canada when Victoria came to the throne. Now we hâve
16,000 miles of railway, 1,948 engines, 2,058 passenger and
baggage cars, and 56,929 freight cars carrying our goods
and produce.” It is no longer surprising that these details
on page nine are prefaced by the paired images of “Château
St. Louis en 1694” and a “Calèche Moderne,” symbols of
ancient and modem Quebec.

the young royal couple, to Buckingham Palace. These im
ages appear to be consciously used to mark the extremities
of the Queen’s biography. If, as I hâve argued above, the
title page functions emblematically and the start of Victoria’s personal narrative begins on page three after the repré
sentation of the Mayor, then the placement of the Queen’s
résidences can be seen as marking the opening and closing
of her personal story. Kensington Palace is the first to be
illustrated, and is placed above Osborne House on page
three. Page fifteen, the last page of written text (followed
by three pages of advertisements) includes an illustration
of Buckingham Palace, another of Balmoral Castle, and is
flanked on page fourteen by an idyllic représentation of
Windsor Castle. Only Kensington Palace is referred to in
the written text, and only then as the childhood playground
of “Little Vie.” Explanations are not necessary to the informed readers of this souvenir. Just so, an explanation of
Quebec’s architectural narrative would be superfluous: the
image of the City Hall - Hôtel-de-ville naturally précédés
the Queen’s architectural narrative. The ongoing visuals of
Quebec’s churches and historié sites permeate and provide
closure for the monarchical institutions. Presumably it is
not coincidental that the last images of architectural sites
are on page sixteen, after the final page of the Queen’s bi
ography. Thus it is the images of the “Old Hope Gâte Ancienne Porte Hope” and “Martello Tower - Tour
Martello,” which follow those sites of Victoria’s reign, that
are structurally related to the rhetorical opening of Que
bec’s narrative as signalled in the singular image of the City
Hall - Hôtel-de-ville.
Gaps and Addenda

Lest it appear that the entire publication exemplifies the
hermetic resolution of ail racial and économie tension in
1890s Quebec, it must be acknowledged that there is more
English text than French in the jubilee Souvenir Number.
While the written text by LeVasseur appears in both languages with minor variations in wording which I hâve ar
gued point to major variation in intent (as in the significance
of “les troubles politiques et sanglants”), there are two additional pages of English text, unsigned, which follow
LeVasseur’s text. One focuses upon the international aspects
of the Jubilee (page 13) and one upon the life of Victoria
as a child (page 15). The latter page includes a paragraph
on the re-enaetment ofthe Siégé of Sébastopol34 in a seemingly eclectic gesture not unlike the apparently random
typesetting of contemporary journals in which an excerpt
from a novella is followed by an extensive report on the
Jubilee, which is in turn followed by the publication of a

Building a Narrative

The literal institutionalization of the monarchy informs a
further visual storyline which is realized through the depiction of the Queen’s official résidences. The story of the
buildings moves from the Queen’s birthplace, Kensington
Palace, through Osborne House, the country résidence of
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music récital.35 However, as mentioned earlier, the Siégé
was considered one of the most important battles of the
Crimean War.36 Here it is described as “undoubtedly one
of the most important events in the reign of Queen Victo
ria” (page 15). As a parallel to the Battle of the Plains of
Abraham, itself the aftermath of a siégé, Sébastopol returns
the reader to a considération of the fall which marked the
shift from French to British rule — a shift which is cast as
having productive conséquences for the French-Canadians.
In what is likely an unintended irony, the unidentified author of this brief paragraph concludes that the realism of
the “300 feet of scenery, over 100 uniformed soldiery... and
ail the din of the battle” make it “hard for the spectator to
realize that what he sees is only Mimic War” (original emphasis). The spectator is permitted to vicariously relive the
terror and chaos of the battle. Perhaps the advertisement
and its placement serve as reminders of the historical dis
tance which progress and civilization has provided between
the Plains of Abraham and the Jubilee parade (and perhaps
between the 1837 Rebellions and the 1897 Jubilee). As a
mimic war, the representational status of the spectacle is
acknowledged, but its realism may résidé not in its repro
duction of foreign events but in its évocation of memories
of local chaos which preceded the calm ofVictoria’s reign.
Equally, the complex narratives which inform the Ju
bilee Souvenir Number create an image of an entire popula
tion joined in one voice to cry “God Save the Queen.”
However, in realizing ourselves that as a représentation the
booklet employs the realism of local sites and concerns to
appeal to the diversity of its audience, we can begin to open
up the hermeneutic resolution of the dominant narrative.
The complexity of the storylines is at least in some instances
surely intentional. When LeVasseur does not provide simultaneously bilingual texts, he must be aware of the disparity.
It is not only his use of different words to describe the same
event (as in the Rébellion) which signais différence; there
is also a lingering suspicion that local politics appear to dictate the necessary content of one version as opposed to the
other. This is particularly évident in the displacement of
LeVasseur’s comments on the opening of Victoria Park
which he uses in the second paragraph of his English ver
sion and which do not appear in the French version until
the penultimate paragraph. It is with this discrepancy that
I will conclude.
Not only does the reference to the Jubilee festivities in
Quebec appear in very different locations in the two ver
sions, but the festivities are also described in quite diver
gent fashions. Furthermore, as we hâve seen above, the two
titles for the apparently bilingual text are not the same. The
English version is headed by “Queen Victoria’s Jubilee. Sixty

Years on the Throne;” the French title is, “Sa Majesté la
Reine Victoria. Le Jubilé Royal à Québec.” Once again
employing an ironie twist in his first paragraph under the
French rubric, LeVasseur commences with a fairly dry account of the accession of Victoria to the throne and immediately moves into a names-dates-and-event history. Thus,
he totally ignores the actual local célébrations of “le Jubilé
Royal à Québec” until his concluding paragraphs. His Eng
lish version starts with two long paragraphs extolling the
virtues of the “woman, wife, and mother, as well as the
merits of the constitutional monarch.” The célébration of
the Diamond Jubilee is described not so much as the rejoicing of a great nation as it is “the acclaim by ail races of
a woman whose high station has given prominent display
to those eminent virtues which command the respect of
mankind.” That this is not mere rhetoric or hyperbole is
confirmed by the second paragraph which suggests that
these sentiments are emphatically realized in Quebec:
In this feeling of personal loyalty and dévotion, the

Dominion of Canada is second to no part of the Em
pire, nor arc the inhabitants of the old fortress of Que
bec at ail behind the rest of their Canadian fellow
citizens. The French and English speaking sections are
a unit in this and proof of the cordial feeling of the
former is to be found in the contemplative change of
the great national feast to Jubilee Day, when the open
ing of the Victoria Park, for which the city is indebted
to its Mayor, Hon. Mr. Parent, will dérivé additional
éclat from the annual procession of the St. Jean Baptiste
Society, (p. 3)

I will argue that this paragraph is foregrounded in the Eng
lish version as a necessary conséquence of the desire to prove
French loyalty. Furthermore, the French version of the lo
cal events is removed from the proximity of comparison to
its location at the end of the text, and is significantly restructured, in order to reduce the significance of the rôle of
the St. Jean Baptiste Society’s compromise.
Parent is credited in English with his rôle in the open
ing of Victoria Park. Indeed, we hâve seen that he insisted
on his name being replaced by that of the Queen. This is a
rhetorical gesture we might recognize as self-effacement —
but what better replacement of the self could be desired
than having one’s shoes, so to speak, filled by the reigning
monarch. Indeed, the fact that the Jubilee Parade had to
approach Victoria Park by marching down Parent Boulevard
could not be overlooked by the 20,000 parade spectators
who followed the route to the Park’s grandstand where the
Queen’s représentative, the Lieutenant-Governor of Que
bec, gave his speech.
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Despite the awkward phrasing, it is clear that for the
English reader in Quebec the proof of French-Canadian
cordiality lies in the decision of the St. Jean Baptiste Soci
ety to change the date of its annual procession to that of
the Jubilee. This is exactly was is wrincluded in LeVasseurs
French version of the events. While he repeats the claim
that French and English are united in their acclaim of the
throne, he phrases it in such a way as to personify “Que
bec” as the entity which sanctions unity, which participâtes
in the Jubilee, and which addresses the throne. The shift
from individuals, “the inhabitants of the old fortress of
Quebec,” to the singularity of “Quebec, the old fort, berçeau
de la civilisation du nouveau monde” underlines the differ
ent orientation of the French-Canadians to the relationship
between them and rhe Crown. The English presence in
Quebec is subsumed in the totality of “Quebec” — a Lib
eral Quebec in which technological, social and political
progress empowered it to “sanctionne l’union si désirable
du Français et de l’Anglais.” It is Quebec that chooses to
accept the gracious sovereign;37 “Québec éternisera le sou
venir de la fête par l’inauguration solonnelle d’un parc pub
lic qui portera le nom de Victoria.” This move to personify
Quebec removes the discussion of personalities from the
question of loyalty. Parent is not applauded but neither is
the St. Jean Baptiste Society.
Although I hâve not been able to find any printed trace
of résistance to the decision of the St. Jean Baptiste Society
to combine its annual procession with the Jubilee parade,
the absence of applause in LeVasseur’s French version of
the text suggests that there may hâve been some unspoken,
or at least unrecorded, distaste. If there was only this ab
sence in this text, it would not be possible to make this
tentative suggestion. However, there is an extraordinary gap
in the publication record of at least two journals which sug
gests that such “négative evidence” requires further consid
ération. Le Canadien Françaisand LeJean-Baptiste'CiA been
published in Quebec on an annual basis on the occasion of
St. Jean Baptiste Day. Both of these publications hâve a gap
in publication in the 1890s. The former was published from
1889 to 1891, inclusive; the latter from 1887 to 1892, in
clusive. Le Canadien Français resumed regular publication
in 1899 and Le Jean-Baptiste 190 2.38 The lacunae in the
publication records coïncides quite closely with the rise of
the Liberal Party in Quebec, and especially with the dates
of Parents mayoralty. Exceedingly popular according to
contemporary accounts, the Liberal M.P. (from 1890), Par
ent was elected mayor in 1894;39 he became Premier of the
province in 1900. Whether or not he was responsible for
the gap in publication is not the issue (and certainly the
existing archive does not reveal any such relationship).

However, his success was symptomatic of the weakness of
the anti-Liberal, Nationaliste movement, which did not
revive from its initial flourishing in the late 1880s until
Henri Bourassa gained a higher profile in the late 1890s.
What is significant is the gap itself. The absence of what
might be the expected as the only contrary voice in the generalized adoration of the Queen looms large in the archive.
Why did LeVasseur not mention Parent and the St. Jean
Baptiste Society? Why did these two publications cease
during Parents tenure as Mayor?
One explanation of these absences is suggested, at least
partially, in the existence of such public statements as the
address of R.P. Boisseau, the General President of the St.
Jean Baptiste Society, to Monseigneur Marois. Published in
L’Evènement, one of the conservative French-language newspapers in Quebec at the time, Boisseau’s address appears to
be offered as an explanation for the decision to move the
célébration of what is after ail a Saints Day Mass to the date
of the Queen’s Jubilee.40 Acknowledging the close bonds
between “la Nationalité Canadienne-Française et la mère
bien-aimée l’Eglise Catholique,” Boisseau is careful to crédit
both the Church and the Sovereign for their rôles in the
advance of the French-Canadians. In particular, it is to the
reign of Victoria that Boisseau crédits “la réalisation de
nos libertés constitutionnelles.” This is why, according to
Boisseau, the French-Canadians hold in their hands both
the maple leaf and the rose (the emblems, respectively, of
French Canada and Great Britain). The equally carefully
worded response of Msgr. Marois to Boisseau’s address,
which was also published in L’Evènement, confirms the tacit
agreement that Church and state, Roman Catholicism and
Anglican Parliamentarianism, can work hand in hand.
This working relationship between nationahsm, Ca
tholicism and Liberalism was epitomized in the unprecedented intégration of fédéral, provincial and municipal
politics with nationalist sentiment in the St. Jean Baptiste
Day Parade of 1896. In the year before the Jubilee, Wilfrid
Laurier had chosen to signify the end of eighteen years of
Conservative government and the inauguration of the first
French-Canadian Prime Minister through his official par
ticipation in the 1896 St. Jean Baptiste célébrations in
Quebec City. While the euphoria of union did not last be
yond the end of the decade,41 it was an essential component of the French-Canadian conception ofthe relationship
between Crown and nation in the 1890s. “La patrie” was
reconcilable with British monarchy precisely because the
institutions of the Crown were conceived of as matching
the progressive intentions of a French-Canadian-dominated
Liberalism (remember, for the first time in Canadian his
tory, the Prime Minister, the Premier, the Mayors of Que96
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bec and Montreal, the Lieutenant-Governor, and the Pro
vincial Secretary were ail French-Canadians).
It is these relations which are represented in the Jubilee
Souvenir Number. The nuances of different positionalities
are addressed by the multiple strands of narrative. The visual
narratives proffered through portraiture and city views create other texts which hover between the written and the
imaged (and imagined). The full-length portrait of the
Mayor, the Hon. Mr. Parent, inserted between the threequarter view of the Queen and the doubled account of the
Jubilee, may serve to inscribe the sub-altern voice of the
French-Canadian as emphatically as do the discrepancies
in the written texts. Mediated by the visual archaeology of
the page, the narratives of the images — and of the English- and French-language texts — can reveal subtle différ
ences capable of satisfying contradictory views. However,
there is a dominant narrative which suits, perhaps for dif
ferent reasons, the purposes of its readers. While the English version of LeVasseurs text was not a rote translation,
there can be little doubt that the multi-vocal exhortation
of “God Save The Queen” was bilingual.

3 See Thompson, Queen Victoria, 134-36, in which she notes that
the doubts were few and far between, and seemingly of little
public conséquence.
4 In using “French-Canadians” I am following contemporary us
age in most English- and in sotne French-language publications
of the 1890s. In referring to the native, French-speaking popu
lation of Quebec, local practice did not use “Québécois” as is
common today. In Quebec City, “Canadien-Français” was beginning to displace “Canadien” which had dominated discus
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